Introduction
In order to predict route, time stamped chronological user location traces are collected using probe vehicles equipped with GPS. Location traces are represented as x t 0 , y t 0, t 0 , x t 1 , y t 1, t 1 . . . x t n , y t n, t n where (x t k , x t k ) is user's unique location at time t k [1] . Raw GPS traces for a user travel is as shown in Fig. 1 . Continuous long time stamped sequence of user's travel data points are decomposed into smaller units called trips [1] [2] [3] . It is observed that user travels between fixed locations repeatedly most of the time [3] . For example a user's typical travel pattern can be home → bus stand → railway station → office then stays there for that day and again travels back office → railway station → bus stand → home. If it is given that user has started from home, correct route prediction would be bus stand → railway station → office. In this example, travel is split
Step 1 Suffixes of the input sequences along with their frequency of occurrence are computed.
Step 2 A probabilistic generalized suffix tree is computed.
In Map Reduce model-mappers computes all the suffixes along with their frequency count and reducer constructs final probabilistic generalized suffix tree (PGST).
Route prediction deals with predicting most likely next link on road network (σ) given a partial trajectory f (x t 0 , y t 0 , t 0 ), (x t 1 , y t 1 , t 1 ) . . . (x t n , y t n , t n ) → S Trajectory S is first converted to road network edges using map matching process S = e i , e i+1 . . . .e i+k [4, 6, 7, 24] . This problem is an instance of Markov process. Given a partial trajectory S, it is required to ptrdict the next road segment σ. PGST here serves as Markov model of memory length equal to height (h) of the PGST trained over edges of road network.
In this case, edges of PGST is labeled with a probability of its occurrence in the corpus of historical trajectories during the training phase. Given a partial trajectory traveled, PGST is traversed from starting of the root node to find the partial matching branch with the highest probability. Remaining edge sequence in that branch is output of predicted path σ. This is described in detail with various example scenarios in upcoming sections. Implementation and horizontal scalability of model construction and route prediction module are evaluated on the real dataset and evaluation results are discussed. The major contribution of this work is the application of generalized suffix tree in route prediction and technique for distributed construction of probabilistic generalized suffix tree. Map-reduce based distributed construction of generalized suffix tree is proposed and evaluated.
Following are the steps in building an end-to-end route prediction application:
1. Collection of historical travel location traces data. Huge GPS traces from Geolife project is used in this application which is publically available for research from Microsoft. 2. Pre-processing of raw GPS location traces data into trips (trip segmentation). 3. Road network spatial and non-spatial data is used. Open street map (OSM) road network data is used which is available as an open project. 4. Raw location GPS traces based trips are converted into trips composed of a sequence of road network edges. It is also a pre-processing step that helps in reducing storage space requirement and enhances processing speed. 5. PGST construction from trips composed of a sequence of road network edges. This serves as a model for route prediction. 6. Route prediction from partial trajectory using PGST.
All these steps deal with huge collection of historical travel data. Scalability is a major concern. This work focuses on building a horizontally scalable route prediction system by implementing above steps in parallel.
Some basic terminologies related to route prediction
Location traces of user are collected using vehicles equipped with GPS device. Each data point is a time stamped pair of latitude/longitude coordinates. If a user travels in the sequence home → bus stand → railway station → office then stays there for a day and travels back from office → railway station → bus stand → home then it is considered as two trips.
Definition 1 A user trip T = p s , t s , p e , t e is a sequence composed of continuous location points p i , t i ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n where p s , p e are start and end positions and t s , t e are start and end time of trip respectively. Definition 2 Two trips T 1 , T 2 of are said to be consecutive if, p e (T 1 ), p s (T 2 ): end and start position of T 1 and T 2 respectivelyt e (T 1 ), t s (T 2 ): end and start time of T 1 and T 2 respectively Definition 3 A road network is a graph G (V, E), where V is a set of vertices that are point features and represent road intersections and terminal points and E is a set of edges that represents road segments each connecting two vertices. Two edges are adjacent if they share a common vertex. If vertices that constitute edge are ordered then G is directed graph.
Definition 4
Map matching is defined as a function f of location traces to the sequence of road network edges:
is raw location traces and S = e 0 , e 1 , e 2 . . . . . . e n ∈ E * is sequence of road network edges. Trip T is composed of GPS location traces and S is ordered sequence of edges (path) of road network graph G [5-7, 25, 26] .
Probabilistic generalized suffix tree

Suffix tree related work and literature
Weiner introduced the suffix tree [27] . It was further simplified by McCreight [14] and Ukkonen [15] and optimal construction is proposed. Naïve approach can take up to O(n 3 ) time but Ukkonen's technique [15] could build suffix tree in linear time O(n). It is not possible to implement their work in parallel. Also they are in-memory based and suffers with memory constraints [11] memory locality of Ref. [13] . Researches tried removing bottleneck by making it disk based. Hunt's algorithm [17] , TDD [28] , ST-Merge [29] and TRELLIS [30] had tried removing this bottleneck by making it disk based, but could address this issue partially [13] . These approaches Complexity of building tree is reported to be O(n 2 ). None of them are fully parallel and distributed and merging phase requires lots of inter-processor communication. If everything fits into memory then they perform better than Ukkonen's algorithm but as soon as it goes beyond memory capacity they become inefficient. Scalability is severe 
issue with these approaches. Recent two methods proposed wavefront [23] ST [31] uses suffix arrays instead of partitioning suffix tree. A suffix array is an array containing all suffixes of the input sorted in lexographic order. Long input string is chopped in smaller units and builds suffix arrays in memory and dumps onto the disk. In next phase merging is performed. Focus is on reducing I/O, but parallelism is not addressed. It also takes complexity of O(n 2 ). Wavefront [23] focused on parallelism. Unlike others this works on whole string and partition is created on suffixes that shares common S-prefixes [13, 32] . Suffix subtree are constructed for each partition and then merged in the last phase. It requires two buffers all the time-one when the tree is getting merged which consumes around 50% of memory and another is the resultant tree. It is implemented and tested on IBM BlueGene/L super computer. However scalability cannot be achieved indefinitely because of tiling overhead [23] . ERA [13] took more intelligent approach that first partitions the single long input sequence into smaller segments and then subtrees are built for each independent partition. Then each subtree is divided horizontally and subtrees are merged to give final subtrees. It avoids multiple traversal of the subtree to reduce I/O costs. Parallelism is tested in multi-core system as well as distributed and reported complexity of O(n 2 ). In order to achieve parallelism wherever applicable relies on partitioning input string into smaller segments and construct subtrees for each of such segment.
Authors in [17] proposed MapReduce based horizontal scalable suffix construction based on Ukkonen's algorithm [15] . Input string is decomposed into smaller units following the same approach as in ERA [13] . Then for each partition, Ukkonen's algorithm [15] is applied for in-memory computation of subtree. But the drawback is that if the partition is long enough that can not fit in memory, the proposed technique becomes inefficient. MapReduce is used for distributed computation. Mapper modules are used to compute subtree and dumps them on to disk. Hence output is a forest composed of smaller suffix trees. Output of this work is unusable as not one final tree is constructed. All other existing techniques generates final tree and scalability is still a bottleneck. Comparison of the most important algorithms for suffix tree construction is summarized in Table 1 .
Fig. 1 User GPS traces plotted on Open street map (OSM)
The focus of the proposed work is on distributed computation of suffix tree on a cluster of independent machines. For this purpose, Map-reduce framework over Hadoop is used. One important issue tackled is partitioning. The input string is divided into multiple shorter chunks, and resultant chunks are packaged in groups which are dispatched to distributed nodes for computation and each such node will generate exactly one intermediate resultant suffix set. So the number of suffix sets generated are independent of into how many it works on the set of string we call it as a generalized suffix tree. Without loss of generality, any long input string can be split into smaller units and the proposed technique can be applied. Many prediction applications do not require only suffix tree but also the probability of occurrence of each node of the suffix tree. The author in [10] uses suffix tree as Markov model for prediction in DNA sequence, music, text etc. for which probabilistic tree is essential. Other such example includes route prediction which requires probabilistic suffix tree (PST). This essential requirement is addressed in the proposed approach and it keeps a record of frequency of occurrence of each suffix in mapper module and at a later stage passed to reducer module so that probability of each branch in the tree can be calculated. The tree so obtained is coined as probabilistic generalized suffix tree (PGST) (Fig. 3) .
Suffix tree and generalized suffix tree basics
Let
= {A, B, . . . . Z} denote a finite alphabet set of characters. * denotes the set of all finite length strings formed using characters from ∑. Let X = x 0 , x 1 , . . . ., x n−1 $ with x i ∈ &X ∈ * denote an input string of length n = |X| and $ / ∈ . Concatenation of two strings X and Y denoted as XY has length |X| + |Y| and consists of alphabets from X followed by alphabets from Y such that XY = x 0 , x 1 , . . . ., x n−1 , y 0 , y 1 , . . . ., y m−1 . A string Y, is prefix of another string X, denoted as Y » X i , if X = YZ for some string Z ∈ * . Similarly a string Y, is suffix of another string X, denoted as Y » X i , if X = ZY for some string Z ∈ * . For X = ABCB all prefixes are ∅, A, AB, ABC, ABCB and all possible suffixes are ∅, B, CB, BCB, ABCB. Empty string ∅ ∈ * has length zero and is both prefix as well as suffix. Hence number of prefixes and suffixes of a string X is |X|. Given a string X all prefixes as well suffixes can be computed in time Θ|X| each. The ordered arrangement of all |X| suffixes of string X in a compact TRIE is known as the suffix tree T of X. 
Example Let us assume an alphabet set = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 } and a string X = e 1 , e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 3 , $. All the suffixes are as shown in Table 2 and resulting suffix tree is as shown in Fig. 3 .
Generalized suffix tree was initially proposed in [31] . Unlike other suffix trees which process one long sequence. The generalized suffix tree is constructed from a set of string. This work focuses on the construction of generalized suffix tree through distributed computing leveraging map-reduce processing framework. As part of processing frequency of occurrence of each suffix is taken care and probability of nodes are computed. This tree is known as probabilistic generalized suffix tree (PGST).
Proposed approach
Two phase probabilistic generalized suffix tree (PGST) construction basics
A suffix tree constructed from a collection of strings is known as a generalized suffix tree. Given is a set of strings S = {S 1 , S 2 . . . .. S n }, where S i ∈ ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n. Each S i is appended with symbol $ / ∈ so that none of the suffix is a substring of any other suffix. This ensures each suffix creates a leaf in the tree. We propose a two-step process to compute generalized suffix tree from S.
1. First phase computes all suffixes. 2. Second phase constructs tree from suffixes computed earlier. Two-phase implementation is very intuitive for implementation under distributed map reduce framework. First phase is implemented by mapper module and second phase is implemented by reducer. Process is described in next section. In the first phase, suffixes for each S i ∈ S are calculated and put in a map where key is suffix itself and value is number of time it occurs in S. Processing is as described in Algorithm 1 below.
The process is demonstrated through the example below. Following four sequences we take for demonstration and is used as running example in all next sections. S 0 = e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , $S 1 = e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , $S 2 = e 1 , e 5 , e 3 , e 4 , $S 3 = e 3 , e 4 , $. Suffix set is calculated for each sequence. Map with each suffix and their occurrence count computed by Algorithm 1 is summarized in Table 3 . Combined length of all the sequences is n = n i=1 |Si|. For a given sequence Si number of suffixes nd can be computed in O|Si|. Hence suffixes of all sequences can be calculated in O n i=1 |Si| = O(n). In the second phase, we start with the empty tree and insert the suffixes from the map in sequence. If any suffix sequence is unique makes a completely new branch. If the partial matching sequence is already found in the tree then till the match is found frequencies are summed up and for the unique portion, a new branch is formed. Algorithm II explains the process. Figure 4 shows result of inserting suffix e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , $ in empty tree. Next we insert a partial overlapping suffix e 1 , e 5 , e 3 , e 4 , $. Figure 6 represents final suffix tree generated. Fig. 4 String e1, e2, e3, e4, $ inserted in an empty tree then string e1, e5, e3, e4, $ inserted
At any point of time height of the tree is h ≤ max (|S i |∀1 ≤ i ≤ n) is the length of longest suffix. Total number of suffixes to be inserted in tree is n = n i=1 |Si|. Each insertion starts with root and can go till leaf i.e. total nos to be traversed can be up to h. So complexity of this phase is O (nh) ≤ O (n 2 ) which dominates overall complexity.
Distributed construction of PGST tree
Map-reduce is a programming technique for processing large data sets with a parallel, distributed algorithm on a cluster. Map-reduce works in two phases: the Map phase and the reduce phase. Each phase has 〈key, value〉 pairs as input and output. Mapper is a function that iterates over input data set and transforms data into key-value pair [33] . In order to achieve parallelism, framework library splits the huge input data set into multiple chunks of typically 16-64 MB based on configuration provided [34] . Then multiple copies of mapper module are spawned over different nodes in the cluster each of which processes a chunk of the huge input data. Once the mappers finish computing key-value pairs of the input data, then it's the responsibility of Map-Reduce framework to group all intermediate values associated with the same intermediate key and passes them to reducer function. Reducer is a function which is triggered after all the mappers are finished and intermediate (key, value) pairs are aggregated. Reducer function iterates over the key set and for a set of values associated with each key performs the reduction possibly smaller set of values [35] . In summary, Reducer merges all intermediate values associated with the same key. Map reduce runs on a huge cluster composed of commodity computing nodes and is highly scalable. This kind of scalability is known as horizontal scalability.
Two phase suffix tree construction technique described in the previous section is executed under map reduce framework to achieve horizontal scalability. The motive of designing two-phase algorithm for suffix tree construction was that it makes technique easily portable to map reduce framework. The first phase where contexts are calculated is executed by mapper module and the second phase which does construction of suffix tree from context strings is executed by reducer module.
The set of string sequences S = {S 1 , S 2 . . . . S n } is partitioned according to the number of computing nodes in the cluster. If the number of the nodes in the cluster are, then the number of partitions created are |S| k . For each of the partition of strings, a mapper module is triggered. Mapper locally operates on set a of sequences assigned to it and output is the map of suffixes a keys and values as frequency of their occurrence similar to Algorithm I above. For demonstration we take S contains following four strings S 1 = e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , $S 2 = e 3 , e 4 , $S 3 = e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , $S 4 = e 1 , e 5 , e 3 , e 4 , $. If k = 2 then two partitions are created, Partition I : S 1 = e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , $S 2 = e 3 , e 4 , $ and Partition II : S 3 = e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , $S 4 = e 1 , e 5 , e 3 , e 4 , $. Implementation of mapper module is as described in Algorithm III below. For each partition a mapper is invoked and two outputs from corresponding mappers are shown in Tables 4 and 5 Tables 4 and 5 is as shown in Table 6 .
Reducer receives key and associated list of values 〈z i , 〈value_list〉〉. Reducer function processes this 〈z i , 〈value_list〉〉 to compute the sum of all frequencies corresponding to each key before inserting in the tree. Key and sum of values in the associated list is as shown in Table 7 . Diagrammatic representation of Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7 is given in Fig. 5 for better understanding. The process starts from an empty tree. As soon as for a key, the sum of value_list is computed, key as the string is inserted in PGST along with frequency count. Keys as context string is iteratively inserted into this tree. Since we add frequencies during each insertion overall frequency for each node remains same as when computed on a single node. For example, when computed on single node suffix e 3 , e 4 , $ has frequency 4 on each corresponding node of the tree. In reducer module for the same suffix in mapperx and mapper-y frequency is 2 in each. Reducer will insert this suffix twice and hence for this suffix frequency count will be 4. The process is implemented in reducer function and is as described in Algorithm IV below. Resultant tree is same as constructed by Algorithm II on single machine and shown in Fig. 6 . 
Route prediction
Route prediction related work and literature
Approaches for route prediction algorithms found in literature can be categorized into two groups: spatiotemporal correlation and statistical methods. Authors in [3] presented a Spatio-temporal correlation based route prediction technique. The trip similarity is established and clustered using hierarchical agglomerative clustering approach. Two route prediction approaches are proposed. In the first approach, the closest match to a partial trajectory is computed on traversal of each new edge and next link is forecasted as next edge from the closest matching historical trip. In the second approach, threshold match algorithm returns route and confidence measure provided a partial trajectory traveled so far. Horizontal scalability aspect is not taken care. Authors in [36] proposed urban traffic amount prediction for route guidance systems. Prediction is based on spatiotemporal correlation of the road network. It does not make use of historical travel pattern of traffic but is purely based on current state of the system.
Laasonen [37] proposed route prediction system using cellular data. The geographical area is divided into cellular regions. The mobility of user is defined in terms of movement between cellular regions. Mobility vector is composed of Ids of cellular regions. User location, cellular region, is predicted based on historical travel pattern of the user Fig. 6 PGST for string e1, e2, e5, e1, e3, e1, e4, e1, e2, e5, e1 with frequency count constructed by Algorithm II between the cellular regions. It does not make use of digitized road networks. None of these algorithms address scalability issues.
Statistical approaches are based on Variations of Markov model (VMM). Various VMM approaches like context tree weighting (CTW), prediction by partial match (PPM), probabilistic suffix tree (PST) and Lempel-Ziv (LZ78) algorithms for prediction of sequences based on partial sequences are well explored [10] . Sequence predictions were evaluated for protein sequences, text data, music files etc. Route prediction is not covered by this work. Additionally, scalability issues are not addressed. Work presented in [38] summarized various statistical approaches for route prediction: Markov model (MM), hidden Markov model (HMM) and variable order Markov model (VMM). In the proposed approach, the issue of horizontal scalability is addressed.
Route prediction using probabilistic suffix tree (PST)
Problem statement Given a partial trajectory traveled x t 0 , y t 0, t 0 , x t 1 , y t 1, t 1 . . . x t n , y t n, t n , predict the next link σ ∈ E on road network based on historical travel pattern.
Given a partial trajectory, first step is to map the trajectory on road network using map matching (as described in earlier) f ( x t 0 , y t 0, t 0 , x t 1 , y t 1, t 1 . . . x t n , y t n, t n ) → e i , e i+1 . . . e i+k where e i , e i+1 . . . e i+k ∈ E. As defined above, f is map matching function which maps ordered time stamped sequence of location data traces to edges of the road network. Hence route prediction is a function R that takes input trajectory e i , e i+1 . . . e i+k and predicts next link σ on the road represented as R e i , e i+1 . . . e i+k → σ ∈ E.
Each trip/trajectory can be thought of as Markov chain such that next outcome σ depends only on present state.
where p calculates conditional probability. Markov chain is K-order if p(σ|e i e i+1 . . . e i+n ) = p(σ|e i+k e i+k+1... e i+n ).
Probabilistic suffix tree constructs all Markov sequences (1 : k) road segment sequence to predict next road segment. In this case, k is the length of longest trip. Length of longest branch in the tree and hence height of the tree is O (k).
Suffix tree model learns from historical travel pattern. Suffix tree constructed in section IV is a variable order Markov model and is used for route prediction. It is built assuming that the trip e i e i+1 . . . e i+n is a Markov chain. Possible events (σ) in route prediction is set of edges E of graph G (V , E). Probability distribution with respect to root of the tree is as shown in Fig. 7 . Following scenarios demonstrates the route prediction function R Scenario I:
Input trajectory is ε. This case represents when input trajectory is empty and none of the edges of the road network graph is yet traversed. According to the suffix tree candidate edges for travel are {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , e 5 }. Probabilities for each candidate is as: p(e 1 |ǫ) = 
Scenario II:
Input trajectory is {e 2 }. This case is when input trajectory is of length 1. According to the suffix tree only candidate edges for travel is {e 3 } . Probability for candidate is p(e 3 |e 2 ) = All of the above cases focused on predicting one hop next edge. The same model can be used to predict an end to end path as well. Input trajectory is ǫ. As in case I, next edge selected is e 3 . From e 3 next probable edge is e 2 and so on.
Implementation and evaluation
The implementation of the proposed system requires two kinds of data:
1. Map data and 2. GPS location traces.
Map data-spatial road network data
Geographical spatial data is sourced from Open street maps (OSM), an open source map database. Open street maps create and provides free geographic data such as street maps and are published under an open content license, with the intention of promoting the free use and re-distribution of the data (both commercial and non-commercial) Fig. 8 . It is required to load each of these files separately into the database. The OSM file containing all the data of the whole world is about 15 GB in compressed form. An application is built for data visualization. The application is web based and is developed using JAVA web technologies with facilities for users to Interact with rich user interfaces. The result of queries is the Map Layers which is a combination of.
• Open layers (maps formed by fetching data from data base) and • Base map images (Google Map Images or OSM Map Images can be used).
Open Layers are rendered using Geoserver. Geoserver is again an open source software. It uses Web Map Service (WMS) standard to connect to Spatial DB (in this case PostGIS) and render the spatial features stored in the databases. Geoserver works through HTTP service and can be easily embedded in web pages. Open street maps (OSM) or Google Map Images are used as base map image layer. In this research work, visualization of data is done by keeping OSM maps as base layer and Road and polygon layers created as an open layer in Geoserver. Geoserver takes the data from PostGIS database. Figure 9 shows the setup of the module implemented for visualization of spatial data. Figures 10 and 11 below are a snapshot of the road network and polygon data visualization from application respectively.
GPS location traces data
For experiments, GPS location traces data is used that is collected and distributed by Microsoft under project Geolife. This data was collected over a span of around 4 years and mainly from Beijing area of China [40] . This data is a continuous log of timestamped latitude/longitude representing the position of the user with respect to time. This data was decomposed into more granular segments called trips as described in preceding sections. Data collected by 178 users has around 17,672 trajectories covering around 1.25 million kilometers of distance. Data was collected using GPS device with data capturing frequency of 1-5 s. Data was collected from the user while carrying Dataset is used in many recent researches related to map matching, user activity recognition, mobility pattern mining, location recommendation etc. A sample data collected through GPS and rendered over Open street map (OSM) is shown below in Fig. 12 .
For horizontally scalability, data from PostGIS was imported in HDFS based data store Hbase. Road segments were further indexed in a grid indexing. Each grid contains all the road segments spatially belonging to minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) of the grid. Union of all the grid is necessarily all the MBR of the original map and contains all the roads of the network under consideration. Replication factor affects time complexity. If it's too low then lots of time goes into network latency for data transfer to the computing node. To achieve better results we kept replication factor equal to the number of compute nodes. So that data is available on all computation nodes and we don't spend too much time in data transfer. The experiment was performed over cluster containing six compute machines (five workers and one master node). Each node has a 64-bit processor with 8 GB main memory. Increasing number of trips give a better model and hence gives a better performance. Secondly, closer the user is, to the destination more data points are available for prediction and explains better prediction. Experimental results showing prediction in accuracy in terms of distance traveled by user and percentage of trip completed by user is shown in Figs. 13 and 14 respectively. Accuracy of around 95% was achieved. Processing time on single machine is shown in Fig. 15 and on cluster is shown in Fig. 16 . 
Future work
Proposed end to end route prediction application is based on probabilistic generalized suffix tree (PGST) model. Alternative statistical modeling approaches exist in literature and applied in different fields of study like text mining, speech recognition, bioinformatics, string matching etc. To name a few such methods are CTW (context tree weighting), PPM (prediction by partial match) and LZ78 etc. The problem with them is horizontal scalability is not resolved to best of our knowledge. These alternatives can be tried out and see whether they have potential to further enhance accuracy and computational efficiency. Other than statistical are approaches like clustering, association rule mining, neural networks etc. Very less research is done on their applicability in the field of route prediction as well their horizontal scalable versions are still a challenge.
Conclusion
In this research work, the focus was on building a horizontally scalable end to end application for route prediction application. Raw GPS traces are converted to trips composed of edges of the digitized road network by map matching. A Map-reduce based parallel version of map matching is implemented to overcome huge computational time required during this step. Hbase is used for storage and map-reduce framework for performing map matching. This reduces both-storage requirement as well as the computational time. Next phase is model construction for which probabilistic generalized suffix tree (PGST) is leveraged. In this work, PGST is used for route prediction. Challenging part is scalability of PGST construction. The map-reduce framework is employed to achieve horizontal scalability. A two-step process is followed, which is very intuitive to implementation in map-reduce framework. The end-to-end horizontally scalable application is designed and implemented for route prediction. Data visualization is also equally important and hence implemented using an open source technology based spatial data visualization tool integrated with the application. All tools and technologies used are open source. Experiments are performed on real datasets and snapshots are taken from real data.
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